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K-array K-CLOUD

Returning to InfoComm 2024, Italian manufacturer of professional audio solutions, K-

array, is launching the latest addition to its growing suite of software products: K-

CLOUD. Expanding on the success of the brand’s K-CONTROL platform, K-CLOUD

allows for remote control, monitoring and management of K-array’s Kommander

amplifiers from anywhere in the world. “K-CLOUD is intended to give integrators

greater control over their clients’ installations when working remotely,” explains

Matteo Barbaro, Software Product Manager at K-array. “Through the platform,

accessible on any device with a browser, integrators can gain control of the

volumes, presets and matrices of any Kommander amplifier.”

Alongside the control capabilities, K-CLOUD users can also use the platform to

monitor their systems and will receive alerts in case of system errors. Viewing

signal presence meters remotely is another useful feature of the newly launched

platform. “We’re looking forward to showcasing the latest advancements in our

amplifier technology at InfoComm,” says Rusty Waite, President of K-array USA.
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“With our action-packed schedule of product demos, both on the booth and in a

dedicated demo room, we’ll be highlighting how technologies such as K-CLOUD and

our other software offerings bring together the K-array eco-system and provide a

seamless experience for integrators both on-site and remotely.”

Compatibility with leading control systems is another highlight, with the brand's

growing portfolio of software partnerships now encompassing Kramer, Crestron and

Crestron Home, AMX, Control 4, Q-Sys and more. The evolution of K-CONTROL, K-

array’s advanced native control app allowing for seamless K-array system

management, is also in the spotlight. Already available on the Google Play store, K-

array has just announced the expansion of K-CONTROL to iOS, meaning integrators

can now offer their clients this user-friendly system control tool on Apple devices.

Visitors to InfoComm 2024 can learn more about K-array’s software innovations in

the Central Hall at booth C9447 and attend live product demos at both the on-booth

demo space and in the dedicated K-array sound room at N206 from June 12th -14th

2024.

www.k-array.com
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